SEPTEMBER 2019 BUSINESS COMMUNITY MEETING - AGENDA

Location: *ENR2 N595 & Zoom Webinar
Date: September 25, 2019
Time: 9:00 – 11:00
Facilitator: Hanh Do

Agenda Items

9:00 – 9:15
Heather Roberts-Wrenn/Jeffrey Ratje: Introductions of New Business Officers and ALVSCE Business

9:15 – 9:40
Denise Dellinger and FSO-Rate Studies Team
You often hear about F&A rate, but do you know how long and complex this process is, what is involved, how the F&R rate is determined and other things? Denise Dellinger and her team will share their insights and experience working on this process.

9:40 – 10:10
Denise Dellinger and FSO-Rate Studies Team
Service Centers: its overview and steps to perform a rate study; rate calculation - an application to other cost analysis; best practice for the departments, and more ...

10:10 – 10:45
Michael Aramian and FSO Capital Finance Team:
Property Management: Managing Moveable Assets
We all have purchased and managed assets at our unit level. Are you wondering about the life cycle of an asset and how it moves through different stages and systems at UA? Michael Aramian and his team will walk us through the asset journey.

10:45 – 11:00
Wrap up

* ENR2 N595 LINK to information about the room